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THE 1948 “PALESTINIAN EXODUS” 

 
 
I will not agree to accept any kind of Israeli 
responsibility for the refugees… I don’t think we 
should accept any kind of responsibility for this 
problem. 

- Ehud Olmert, Israeli Prime Minister, 2008  

 
They [Palestinians] have been fighting to regain a 
homeland since they were driven out in 1948. Some 
have lived their entire lives in refugee camps. Forty 
years later, Israel still refuses to recognize their 
right to exist as a nation. 

- statement made on a recent History 12 exam  

 

INTRODUCTION:  

Where historians disagree… The 1948 war between 
Israel and her Arab neighbours is one of the pivotal 
events of the 20th century. It directly resulted in the creation of the state of Israel, and the Palestinian refugee 
problem which continues to hinder a lasting peace settlement. The controversy surrounding this event is apparent in 
the way the war is referred to in Israeli and Arab histories. For Israelis it was the War of Independence, for the 
Arab states in was the Palestine War, and for Palestinians it became known as “an-Nakba” – “the disaster.” 

Attempts to place responsibility for the refugee situation, the conduct of forces during the war, and the inability to 
reach a peaceful settlement in its aftermath, have resulted in controversy between traditionalist and revisionist 
historians, especially since the 1980s when the Israeli government made previously secret documents available. No 
one seriously disputes that the 1948 conflict directly resulted in a refugee problem, made worse by the 1967 war, 
that is still yet unresolved; or that the Israeli government pursued a policy of settling Jews in formally Palestinian 
communities. Responsibility for this problem, and the right of Palestinians to return, remains controversial and 
highly emotional by both sides, and therefore determining “historical truth” about the origins of the refugee problem 
has serious legal, territorial and political implications. Among the most controversial arguments is that the 
Palestinians have been victims of “ethnic cleansing.”  

The controversy surrounding these matters was illustrated recently in our own homeland of B.C. in June of 2009 
when a sample History 12 Provincial exam was pulled from the government’s education Web site because one 
question contained the following statement:  

DISC QUESTION 
Were the Palestinians deliberately “driven” out of their homeland by 

Israel during the 1948 Arab-Israeli war? 
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They [Palestinians] have been fighting to regain a homeland since they were driven out in 1948. Some have 
lived their entire lives in refugee camps. Forty years later, Israel still refuses to recognize their right to exist 
as a nation. 

The Minister of Education removed the exam because of complaints from a Jewish student that the statement was 
biased against Israel. However, this minister’s controversial decision provides us with a opportunity not only to 
further our understanding of the Palestinian refugee problem that developed as a result of the Arab-Israeli war, but to 
evaluate to what extent the assumptions contained in the statement are historically true, and whether the minister’s 
decision was appropriate. Were the Palestinians “driven” out of their homes? Was Israel responsible for this 
disaster? Carefully examine and evaluate the following selected historical sources focusing on the events of 1948 
and consider whether the assumptions contained in the statement above are true. In other words, is it reasonable to 
believe based on the available historical evidence that the Palestinians were driven out, and that the Israelis were 
responsible for their status as refugees?  

 

TASKS: 
1. Carefully read the enclosed sources, and answer the questions that accompany them which 

are designed to guide you to important arguments and considerations of the value and 
limitations of the documents. (You can respond in point-form) 

2. Consider the debate question as you read, and collect evidence on the Data Collection Chart 
in support of a position you think is best supported by the evidence provided. It may be 
helpful to use different coloured hi-lighters to visibly chart your interpretations of the 
arguments and evidence in the sources.  

3. Come prepared to debate and discuss the question in class and share your evidence-based 
analysis of the sources. 

4. After participating in debate and/or discussion, and after considering the different 
perspectives and counter-points of other participants, write your final conclusion on this 
issue. 

TIMELINE: Key events in the Arab-Israeli conflict (1947-49) 

1947 February 
May 
November 
December 

 Britain hands over Palestine to U.N. 
 UNSCOP established 
 UN Partition Resolution  
 civil war breaks out in Palestine  

1948 April 
May 
 
June 
September 

 Deir Yassin massacre 
 Israel proclaims independence  
 Arab states invade Israel 
 Israeli cabinet members decide to bar return of Palestinian refugees  
 Count Bernadotte is assassinated 

1949 February 
March 
April  
July 

 Israeli-Egyptian armistice 
 Israeli-Lebanese armistice 
 Israeli-Jordanian armistice 
 Israeli-Syrian armistice 

1950   Jordan annexes the West Bank  
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SOURCE A:  Map comparing original UN partition plan and the “facts on the ground” that 
resulted from the 1947-48 conflict.  
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SOURCE B:  Excerpt from Kirsten Schulze, The Arab-Israeli Conflict (2008). The author is 
an American historian who has written numerous books and articles analyzing 
the conflict between Israeli and Palestinians.  

The debate surrounding the events of 1948, the creation of the state of Israel, the Arab defeat and the Palestinian 
refugee problem, becomes apparent with the way the war is referred to in Israeli and Arab history. For Israelis it was 
the War of Independence, for the Arab states in was the Palestine War, and for Palestinians it became known as “the 
disaster” – an-Nakba. Attempts to place responsibility for the refugee situation, the conduct of forces during the 
war, and the inability to reach a peaceful settlement in its aftermath, have resulted in controversy between 
traditionalist and revisionist historians [the “New Historians”] in Israel… 

… From the outbreak of war on 30 November 1947 until June 1948, Israel was fighting for survival… It was with 
this situation in mind that the controversial Plan D was drafted to secure the fledgling state and defend outlying 
settlements… To win the battle of the roads, the Haganna had to pacify the Arab villages and towns that dominated 
them: pacification per-force meant either the surrender of villages or their depopulation and destruction… 

…The post-1948 war changes to the region were quite dramatic. Not only was Israel there to stay, but during the 
course of the war it had increased its territory to such an extent [see Source A] that a contiguous and there therefore 
defensible border had been created… The Arab states too [Jordan, Syria and Egypt] had increased their territory, 
revealing that the Arab states had not always been motivated by solidarity with the Palestinians but were competing 
with each other for power and territory… The total number of Palestinian refugees at the end of 1948 was 
somewhere between 550,000 and 800,000… 

When fighting broke out following the UN partition resolution, Palestinians started to leave their homes in areas 
directly affected by inter-communal violence. Their departure was considered temporary, as they hoped to return to 
their homes after the fighting had died down. The Palestinian exodus was accelerated after the Deir Yassin 
massacre and the Palestinian broadcast which followed it. The Palestinian National Committee under the leadership 
of Dr. Hussein Fakhri El Khalidi attempted to make Arab governments send troops by exaggerating the Deir Yassin 
atrocities in a radio broadcast: “We want you to say that the Jews slaughtered people, committed atrocities, raped 
and stole gold.” The broadcast had a devastating impact on everyone in Palestine, and the exodus began. It was in 
hindsight described as the biggest blunder that could have happened… the UN estimated the total refugee population 
at … 940,000 by June of that year from 369 towns and villages.  

There are three main points of contention with regard to the refugee issue. The first is a dispute over how many 
Palestinians left… The second concerns the circumstances surrounding the Palestinian exodus. Israel has blamed the 
Arab states for the departure of the Palestinians, maintaining that the invading Arab armies urged the Palestinians to 
temporarily vacate their villages in order to smooth the path for advancing troops. The Arabs in turn, charge Israel 
with expulsion of the Palestinians as part of a systematic campaign of ethnic cleansing… Indeed the Palestinian 
exodus developed a momentum of its own driven by war, fear, massacres, Arab encouragement and Zionist 
intimidation… The third issue is of solutions to the refugee problem. Attributing responsibility for the refugee 
problem was crucial as it ultimately determined whether those refugees would be permitted to return to their homes 
or resettle in neighbouring Arab states… As a result, the refugee problem became one of the most important issues 
for future attempts at negotiating Arab-Israeli peace…  
 
1. According to Source B, why are the origins of the refugee problem historically 

significant?  
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SOURCE C:  Statements made by Joseph Weitz, head of the Jewish National Fund in 1940.  
Weitz played an instrumental role in establishing the Yeshuv – the Jewish pre-
state community in Palestine.  

It must be clear that there is no room for both peoples in this country… If the Arabs leave the country, it will be 
broad and wide-open for us. And if the Arabs stay, the country will remain narrow and miserable… The only 
solution is Eretz Israel, of at least western Eretz Israel, without Arabs. There is no room for compromise on this 
point… There is no room for compromise on this point… There is no way besides transferring the Arabs from here 
to the neighbouring countries, to transfer them all; except maybe for Bethlehem, Nazareth and Old Jerusalem, we 
must not leave a single village, not a single tribe… For that purpose we’ll find money, and a lot of money. And only 
with such a transfer will the country be able to absorb millions of our brothers, and the Jewish Question shall be 
solved, once and for all. There is no other way out.  

 
SOURCE D:  Excerpt from Edward Said, The Question of Palestine (1979). Said was a 

British-Egyptian, political activist and author who advocated the Palestinian 
cause. 

…In 1948, at the moment that Israel declared itself a state, it legally owned a little more than 6 percent of the land of 
Palestine… After 1940, when the mandatory authority restricted Jewish land ownership to specific zones inside 
Palestine, there continued to be illegal buying (and selling) within the 65 per-cent of the total area restricted to 
Arabs. Thus when the partition plan was announced in 1947 it included land held illegally by Jews, which was 
incorporated as a fait accompli inside the borders of the Jewish state. And after Israel announced its statehood, an 
impressive series of laws legally assimilated huge tracts of Arab land (whose proprietors had become refugees, and 
were pronounced ‘absentee landlords’ in order to expropriate their lands and prevent their return under any 
circumstances.)  

 

SOURCE E:  Excerpt from Benny Morris, Revisiting the Palestinian exodus of 1948, 
published in The War for Palestine edited by E. Rogan and A. Shlaim (2007). 
Morris is considered as one of the “New Historians” whose work is largely 
based on recently opened Israeli archives. The author is also an Israeli citizen 
and professor of history in Israel who is heavily criticized by both pro-Israelis 
and pro-Palestinians.  

Over the years, the history of the Arab-Zionist conflict has undergone interpretive innovation. The massive 
declassification of archival documentation in the West and in Israel made possible the historiographic breakthrough 
of the late 1980s and early 1990s… most of the now declassified files covering the years 1947-56 have been 
opened… Looking through these new materials, both military and civilian, has compelled a fresh look at the creation 
of the Palestinian refugee problem. When writing The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem 1947-1949 in the 
mid-1980s, I had no access to the materials… Nonetheless, the new materials I have seen over the past few years 
tend to confirm and reinforce the major lines of description and analysis, and the conclusions, in The Birth… 

…Above all, let me reiterate, the refugee problem was caused by attacks by Jewish forces on Arab villages and 
towns and by the inhabitants’ fear of such attacks, compounded by expulsions, atrocities, and rumours of atrocities – 
and by the crucial Israeli Cabinet decision in June 1948 to bar a refugee return… For good or ill, the newly opened 
material generally tends to reinforce the version of events of those who would stress Israel’s part in the propulsion of 
the Palestinian Arabs out of the areas that became the state of Israel rather than that of those who would reduce 
Israel’s responsibility for what happened. Let me add quickly first, that this upshot [new materials] seems to me 
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natural in that is was precisely those materials that cast Israel in a bad light that Israel’s official archival repositories 
took care not to reveal. And, second, I suspect that if and when the Arab states open their archives for 1948 to 
researchers, the material there may serve to adjust the balance and increase our awareness of the direct and indirect 
responsibility of these states for the tragedy that engulfed Palestine and the Palestinians…  

 
2. What does Benny Morris attribute as the cause of the refugee problem (Source E)?  
 
 

 
SOURCE F:  Excerpt from Benny Morris, The Birth of the Palestinian Refugee Problem 

Revisited (2004). This work was the second edition of an earlier work that did 
not benefit from the newly available archives mentioned in Source E.  

In the weeks and months after the termination of hostilities, the Israelis authorities adopted a policy of clearing the 
new borders of Arab communities. Some were transferred inland, to Israeli Arab villages in the interior; others were 
expelled across the border. The policy, which matured ad hoc [i.e. not planned] and haphazardly, was motivated 
mainly by military considerations. The borders were long and penetrable. Along the frontiers of the newly 
conquered territories there were few, if any, Jewish settlements. Arab border villages could serve as way-stations 
and bases for hostile irregulars, spies and illegal returnees. In the event of a renewed war, the villages could serve as 
soft entry points for invading armies… In general, throughout this period, the political desire to have as few Arabs 
as possible in the Jewish state and the need for empty villages to house new Jewish immigrants meshed with the 
strategic desire to achieve “Arab-clear” frontiers and secure internal lines of communication… The clearing of the 
borders of Arab communities following the hostilities was initiated by the IDF [Israeli Defense Forces] but, like 
the expulsions of the months before, was curbed by limitations imposed by the civilian leadership and was never 
carried out consistently or comprehensively.  

 
3. What strategic arguments might be made (Source F) to explain Israeli actions in 1948? 

Are these justifiable?  
 

 

 

SOURCE G:  Excerpt from Ilan Pappé, The Ethnic Cleansing of Palestine. The author is a 
Israeli citizen and professor of history. His views of Israel’s actions in 1948 are 
not considered traditional, and has been labelled a “traitor” by some people in 
Israel and has received numerous death threats. He alleges that his government 
was guilty of deliberately driving the Palestinians out of their homes in 1948, 
and therefore committed a war crime of ethnic cleansing.  

…There was enough military will [among the Palestinian paramilitary forces in 1948] to try and capture vital road 
junctions and attack isolated Jewish settlements, but not the resilience to sustain those achievements. For a while, 
the [Palestinian] paramilitary forces … succeeded in cutting the road between Tel-Aviv and Jerusalem, the 
designated capital of the Jewish state, but all these actions collapsed once Plan D was put into operation in April and 
May 1948… 
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… [The] objective of the plan was to cleanse the future Jewish state of as many Palestinians as possible. The main 
military force was the Hagana, which had several brigades. Each brigade received a list of villages it was to occupy. 
Most of the villages were destined to be destroyed, and only in very exceptional cases were the soldiers ordered to 
leave them intact. In addition, some of the brigades were to engage in the take-over of the mixed Arab-Jewish towns 
of Palestine and their environs. This meant the occupation and the expulsion of the Palestinian population… 

… A few days earlier [in April 1948], the Jewish forces had committed the Dir Yassin massacre, a well-publicized 
bloodbath. The local people were terrorized, and further intimidated by explosions set off by Jewish forces in Arab 
neighbourhoods and harassed by sniper fire all around. Very few Palestinians stayed in the city, and their leaders 
considered the Jewish offer to stay deceitful and hypocritical… Several massacres were committed in the mixed 
towns, sometimes in retaliation for Palestinian attacks on Jewish convoys, but quite often they were unmitigated acts 
of brutality. They may have been meant to, as they eventually did, force Palestinians living in areas falling into 
Jewish hands to flee under the threat of death of eviction. These atrocities were not randomly committed; they were 
part of a master plan to rid the future Jewish state of as many Palestinians as possible. Like many master plans 
throughout history, Plan D was general, and in parts vague. No less important than the plan was the atmosphere 
created, which paved the way for the ethnic cleansing operation in Palestine… 

 
4. What evidence does Pappé use to support his “ethnic cleansing” argument?  

 
 
 
 
 
 
SOURCE H:  Excerpts from Plan D (or Plan Dalet; worked out between 1947 and 1948). This 

was the Israeli plan which outlined its defense after the British mandate expired. 
Some historians argue this is evidence of a pre-meditated plan to expel 
Palestinians and conquer as much territory from them as possible. 

The objective of this plan is to gain control of the areas of the Hebrew state and defend its borders. It also aims at 
gaining control of the areas of Jewish settlement and concentration which are located outside the borders [of the 
Hebrew state] against regular, semi-regular, and small forces operating from bases outside or inside the state.... 

Generally, the aim of this plan is not an operation of occupation outside the borders of the Hebrew state. However, 
concerning enemy bases lying directly close to the borders which may be used as springboards for infiltration into 
the territory of the state, these must be temporarily occupied and searched for hostiles according to the above 
guidelines, and they must then be incorporated into our defensive system until operations cease. 

Bases located in enemy territory which are intended to be temporarily occupied and controlled will be listed among 
the operational targets for the various brigades. 

 
5. Is Plan D (Source H) convincing evidence of an Israeli premeditated plan to expel 

Palestinians from their homeland?  
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SOURCE I:  Statement published in the Daily Telegraph, a British newspaper (1998) quoting 
Ayish Zeidan, who was then living in Britain but was a Palestinian resident of 
Dir Yassin in 1948. The events which occurred at Deir Yassin in April 1948 is 
widely considered by historians as a key episode in creating the refugee 
problem. 

The Arab radio talked of women being killed and raped, but this is not true... I believe that most of those who were 
killed were among the fighters and the women and children who helped the fighters. The Arab leaders committed a 
big mistake. By exaggerating the atrocities they thought they would encourage people to fight back harder. Instead 
they created panic and people ran away. 
 
SOURCE J:  Hazem Nusseibah, a senior program assistant for the Palestine Broadcasting 

Corporation in April 1948. He describes events surrounding the Deir Yassin 
massacre. The statements are taken from an interview several years after the 
event. 

Dr. Hussein Khalidi phoned me and said we must alert the Arab countries to what is happening. I was sure there 
were no rapes, but we were shaken by the events… We transmitted Dr. Hussein Fakhri Al-Khalidi's statement 
mentioning rape and this and that. It had a devastating impact on everyone in Palestine, and the exodus began… It 
was the biggest blunder that could have happened. 
 

SOURCE K:  Excerpt from The Arab Refugee Problem, Joseph B. Schectman (1952). The 
author was a committed Zionist who lived in the United States and was 
politically active in the cause for Israel.  

Arab warfare against the Jews in Palestine […] had always been marked by indiscriminate killing, mutilating, 
raping, looting and pillaging. This 1947-48 attack on the Jewish community was more savage than ever. Until the 
Arab armies invaded Israel on the very day of its birth, May 15, 1948, no quarter whatsoever had ever been given to 
a Jew who fell into Arab hands. Wounded and dead alike were mutilated. Every member of the Jewish community 
was regarded as an enemy to be mercilessly destroyed. […] 

[T]he Arab population of Palestine anticipated nothing less than massacres in retaliation if the Jews were victorious. 
Measuring the Jewish reaction by their own standards, they simply could not imagine that the Jews would not reply 
in kind what they had suffered at Arab hands. And this fear played a significant role in the Arab flight. 

 
6. How do Sources I, J and K account for the Palestinian exodus?  

 
 
 
 
 

7. What limitations of reliability and usefulness might Sources I, J or K  
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SOURCE L:  Excerpt from Moshe Efrat, "Refugees" published in The Continuum Political 
Encyclopedia of the Middle East (2002). The author is a Israeli historian from 
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem. 

…[R]ecent studies, based on official Israeli archives, have shown that there was no official policy or instructions 
intended to bring about the expulsion and that most of the Palestinians who became refugees had left their homes on 
their own initiative, before they came face to face with Israeli forces, especially in the period between late 1947 and 
June 1948. Later on, Israel's civil and military leadership became more decisive about preventing refugees from 
returning to their homes and more willing to resort to coercion in expelling the Palestine Arabs from their homes. 
This was not uniformly implemented in every sector and had much to do with decisions of local military 
commanders and circumstances, which might explain why some 156,000 Palestinians remained in Israel at the end 
of the war…  

 
8. In what ways does the argument in Source L contradict or corroborate the findings of 

other “New Historians” such as Pappé (Source G) and Morris (Source E and F)?  
 

 

 

 

SOURCE M:  Excerpt from Edward Selim Atiyah, The Arabs (1955). Atiyah was a Lebanese 
author and political activist in support of the Palestinian cause.  

…but apart from military defeat and the territorial loss of most of Palestine, an appalling human tragedy befell the 
Arab population of the country during the fighting. Seven or eight hundred thousand of the total Arab population of 
Palestine (of one-and-a-quarter millions) fled from the country or were driven out into Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, and 
Egypt. This wholesale exodus was due partly to the belief of the Arabs, encouraged by the boasting of an unrealistic 
Arab press and the irresponsible utterances of some of the Arab leaders that it could be only a matter of some weeks 
before the Jews were defeated by the armies of the Arab States and the Palestinian Arabs enabled to re-enter and 
retake possession of their country. But it was also, and in many parts of the country, largely due to a policy of 
deliberate terrorism and eviction followed by the Jewish commanders in the areas they occupied, and reaching its 
peak of brutality in the massacre of Deir Yassin. 

There were two good reasons why the Jews should follow such a policy. First, the problem of harbouring within the 
Jewish State a large and disaffected Arab population had always troubled them. They wanted an exclusively Jewish 
state, and the presence of such a population that could never be assimilated, that would always resent its inferior 
position under Jewish rule and stretch a hand across so many frontiers to its Arab cousins in the surrounding 
countries, would not only detract from the Jewishness of Israel, but also constitute a danger to its existence. 
Secondly, the Israelis wanted to open the doors of Palestine to unrestricted Jewish immigration. Obviously, the 
fewer Arabs there were in the country the more room there would be for Jewish immigrants. If the Arabs could be 
driven out of the land in the course of the fighting, the Jews would have their homes, their lands, whole villages and 
towns, without even having to purchase them. And this is exactly what happened… 

 
9. To what extent is Source M a reliable account of the events of 1948?  
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SOURCE N:  Excerpts from Arab sources. The first is from the secretary of the Arab League 
in 1948, and the other from the Arab Higher Committee in 1948. The third is 
from the memoirs of Syrian Prime Minister (1948-49) Khaled al-Azm. All three 
sources are from statements made well after the exodus had begun.  

[1] The wholesale exodus was due partly to the belief of the Arabs, encouraged by the boasting of the unrealistic 
Arab press and the irresponsible utterances of some of the Arab leaders that it would be only a matter of weeks 
before the Jews were defeated by the armies of the Arab states. 

[2] Some of the Arab leaders and their ministers in Arab capitals… declared they welcomed the immigration of 
Palestinian Arabs into the Arab countries until they saved Palestine.  

[3] …Since 1948 we have been demanding the return of the refugees… but we are ourselves are the ones who 
encouraged them to leave. 

 

SOURCE O:  Excerpt from a letter written by Benny Morris and published in the Irish Times 
(2008). He responds to a column written earlier in the paper which argued that 
Israel expelled the Palestinians and therefore committed a “racist crime.” 

…In defiance of the will of the international community, as embodied in the UN General Assembly Resolution of 
November 29th, 1947 (No. 181), they launched hostilities against the Jewish community in Palestine in the hope of 
aborting the emergence of the Jewish state and perhaps destroying that community. But they lost; and one of the 
results was the displacement of 700,000 of them from their homes. 

It is true, as Erskine Childers pointed out long ago, that there were no Arab radio broadcasts urging the Arabs to flee 
en masse; indeed, there were broadcasts by several Arab radio stations urging them to stay put. But, on the local 
level, in dozens of localities around Palestine, Arab leaders advised or ordered the evacuation of women and 
children or whole communities, as occurred in Haifa in late April, 1948. And Haifa's Jewish mayor, Shabtai Levy, 
did, on April 22nd, plead with them to stay, to no avail. 

Most of Palestine's 700,000 "refugees" fled their homes because of the flail of war (and in the expectation that they 
would shortly return to their homes on the backs of victorious Arab invaders). But it is also true that there were 
several dozen sites, including Lydda and Ramla, from which Arab communities were expelled by Jewish troops. 

The displacement of the 700,000 Arabs who became "refugees" - and I put the term in inverted commas, as two-
thirds of them were displaced from one part of Palestine to another and not from their country (which is the usual 
definition of a refugee) - was not a "racist crime" but the result of a national conflict and a war, with religious 
overtones, from the Muslim perspective, launched by the Arabs themselves. 

There was no Zionist "plan" or blanket policy of evicting the Arab population, or of "ethnic cleansing". Plan Dalet 
(Plan D), of March 10th, 1948 (it is open and available for all to read in the IDF Archive and in various 
publications) - was the master plan of the Haganah - the Jewish military force that became the Israel Defence Forces 
(IDF) - to counter the expected pan-Arab assault on the emergent Jewish state. That's what it explicitly states and 
that's what it was. And the invasion of the armies of Egypt, Jordan, Syria and Iraq duly occurred, on May 15th. 

 
10. Are Morris’ arguments in Source O consistent with his earlier arguments made in 

Source E and F?  
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SOURCE P:  Excerpts from A. Bregman and J. El-Tahri, The Fifty Years War: Israel and the 
Arabs (1999).  

…On the 16th of June 1948, thirteen ministers of Israel’s provisional government met to decide what to do with the 
Arab population – those who had fled, and those who remained… For Moshe Sharett there was no hesitation. The 
Arab exodus was a “momentous event in world and Jewish history.” He added rhetorically, “They are not returning, 
and that is our policy.” Sharett’s words expressed the desire of most of the Israeli leadership. It was a simple and 
radical solution. But could Israel deny 700,000 Arab inhabitants the right to return to their homes? In the 16th June 
Cabinet meeting, Ben Gurion was clear enough: “They [the Palestinians] lost and fled. Their return must be 
prevented … and I will oppose their return also after the war.” This decision was endorsed by all thirteen members 
of the provisional government. This meeting sealed the fate of 700,000 Arabs to become permanent refugees…” 

 
SOURCE Q:  Excerpt from statement David Ben-Gurion, Israel’s interim leader of the 

provisional government, made during a cabinet meeting (June 16, 1948). 

And we must prevent at all costs their return meanwhile [until the end of the war]. We, as well as world public 
opinion cannot ignore the horrible fact that 700,000 [Jewish] people are confronted here with 27 million [Arabs], 
one against forty. Humanity's conscience was not shocked when 27 million attacked 700,000—after six million Jews 
had been slaughtered in Europe. It will not be just if they demand of us to allow back those who tried to destroy us.  
 

11. How did Israeli leadership (Source P and Q) in 1948 justify the permanent denial of 
return to the Palestinians?  

 
 
 
SOURCE R:  Excerpt from an article published in The Middle East Quarterly (March 1999) 

by Efraim Karsh, a professor at the University of London. The author is among 
those critical of the “New Historians” like Ilan Pappé or Morris, who have 
argued that Israel bears responsibility for the refugee problem.  

As a general rule, every war is fought twice: first on the battlefield, then in the historiographical arena. The Arabs 
failed to destroy the State of Israel in 1948; in the next fifty years, they and their Western partisans [allies] waged a 
sustained propaganda battle to cast the birth of Israel as the source of all evil. In the late 1980s this effort received a 
major boost with the advent of a group of Israeli academics calling themselves the New Historians who claim to 
have discovered archival evidence substantiating the anti-Israeli case. 

These politicized historians have turned the saga of Israel's birth upside down, with aggressors turned into hapless 
victims and the reverse. The Jewish acceptance of the United Nations Resolution 181 of November 29, 1947, 
partitioning Mandatory Palestine into two new states—Jewish and Arab—is completely ignored or dismissed as a 
disingenuous ploy; similarly, the violent Palestinian and Arab attempt to abort this resolution is overlooked. The 
concerted Arab attack on the newly-established State of Israel in mid-May 1948 is whitewashed as a haphazard 
move by ill-equipped and poorly trained armies confronted with a formidable Jewish force. It has even been 
suggested that the Palestinians, rather than the Israelis, were the target of this concerted Arab attack… 

So successful has this effort been that what began as propaganda has become received dogma. It is striking to see 
how popularity has widely come to be equated with truth, as if the most commonly held position must by definition 
be the correct one. 
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12. How does the author of Source K allege history has been used in a “propaganda 
battle”? 
 

 

SOURCE S:  Excerpt from Mark Tessler, A History of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict (2008). 
Tessler’s book is widely used in the United States to teach the history of the 
Arab-Israeli conflict. Tessler is frequently asked to provide public commentary 
on the conflict.  

…In recent years, with the opening of the Zionist archives from the period of the 1947-48 war, Israeli analysts have 
provided much more extensive information about the actions of Jewish leaders and fighting forces. The most 
thorough research to date on the causes of the Palestinian exodus has been carried out by [Benny] Morris, who 
makes extensive use of Israeli state and private papers, as well as archival material from Britain and the United 
States… Another [conclusion Morris makes] is that several of the most important expulsions of the war were 
undertaken in response to direct decisions by Israeli leaders. This was particularly clear in the case of Lydda and 
Ramleh, large Arab towns lying outside the territory assigned to the Jewish states by the United Nations. Morris 
reports that Ben Gurion, Allon, Yitzhak Rabin, and several others met while Lydda and Ramleh were under attack 
by Hagana in July [1948], and that when Allon asked what should be done with the town’s approximately 70,000 
Arabs, “Ben Gurion made a dismissive, energetic gesture with his hand and said: ‘Expel them.’”  

…There is again, another side to the story, and supporters of Israel usually begin their arguments with a reminder 
that there would have been no war in 1947-48, and hence no refugee problem at all, had the Arabs not rejected the 
UN partition resolution. As stated in a 1958 speech by Abba Eban [Israeli UN representative] … “Once you 
determine the responsibility for that war, you have determined the responsibility for the refugee problem.” Eban also 
quotes from the 1948 statement of an official of the Higher Arab Committee who is reported to have said: “The fact 
that there are these refugees is the direct consequence of the action of the Arab states in opposing partition and the 
Jewish state”… 

…In discussing the issue of atrocities, Israelis often assert that the use of violence against civilians was actually 
more common among the Arabs during the 1947-48 War, and that instances of so-called Jewish terrorism were 
consequently limited in relative as well as absolute terms. Those who make the case for Israel note that Arab 
spokesmen in 1948 threatened to carry out massacres against the Jews. They also point out that these words were in 
some cases accompanied by deeds… Eban cites the following statement by the secretary-general of the Arab League 
as an example of Arab rhetoric and presumably of Arab intentions: “This will be a war of extermination. It will be a  
momentous massacre to be spoken of like the Mongolian massacre and the Crusades.” An example which gave 
tangible expression to such threats was the ambush of a Jewish convoy travelling to Hadassah Hospital in Jerusalem, 
under the protecting colours of the Red Cross. Seventy-seven Jewish doctors, nurses, teachers, and students were 
killed in the attack, which took place on April 12… Although some sources suggest that these attacks were an 
attempt to take revenge for the slaughter at Deir Yassin, there were atrocities committed by Arabs even before the 
Deir Yassin episode. A vivid account is given by Uri Avnery, an Israeli journalist and politician who is highly crtical 
of Zionist policy on most accounts. Avnery, who was himself a soldier in 1948, writes that in the early stages of the 
fighting “Arab irregulars and primitive villagers…killed and mutilated every Hebrew who fell into their hands. We 
all saw the pictures of the severed heads of our comrades paraded through the alleys of the old city of Jerusalem… 
No one can quite understand what happened later on without realizing the impact of these pictures on the small 
Hebrew communites.”  
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Israeli spokesman also assert that Zionist behaviour during the war, regardless of why it started, was not 
characterized by a deliberate campaign to drive Palestinians from the country. Zionists and some neutral analysts 
insist that charges about widespread Jewish atrocities have been wildly exaggerated by Arab propagandists. They 
acknowledge that there were indeed some regrettable incidents for which irregular and even regular Jewish forces 
[i.e. Hagana] bear responsibility. But they add that most of the allegations about “Zionist terrorism” are either 
grotesquely inflated, and they point out that some of the evidence for this conclusion comes from observers who do 
not hesitate to criticise Israel on other grounds. Count Bernadotte, for example, a UN official [later assassinated by 
Zionists in 1948] with whom the Jews bitterly disagreed on other matters and who can hardly be accused of having a 
pro-Israeli bias, reported to the UN in September [1948] that accusations of Jewish terrorism were “greatly 
exaggerated.”  

…The case of Haifa is cited most frequently to support the claim that Jews sought to persuade Arabs to remain in 
their communities of origin. Three weeks before independence was declared, the Jewish Workers’ Council of Haifa 
issued a proclamation urging the Arabs of the city not to flee. It stated in part, “Do not fear… and do not bring upon 
yourself tragedy by unnecessary evacuation and self-imposed burdens… In this city, yours and ours, Haifa, the gates 
are open for work, for life, and for peace for you and your family. In addition, once the Arabs began to flee, the 
city’s mayor, Shabtai Levy, made a personal appeal to Palestinian authorities, urging them to call for a halt to the 
exodus. They refused, however, and Levy then went into the streets and implored the Arabs to remain, without 
success. An independent account of these events mentioned by pro-Israeli sources is a British police report which 
declares that “every effort is being made by the Jews to persuade the Arab populace to stay and carry on with their 
normal lives, to get their shops and businesses open and to be assured that their lives and interests will be safe.” 

…Having rejected the charge that the refugee problem was created by a deliberate Zionists campaign of terror and 
psychological warfare, supporters of Israel usually advance two arguments when pressed to explain the Palestinian 
exodus. First, they contend that many Palestinians were simply uprooted by the wartime situation and general 
climate of insecurity, and that the war for Israel’s independence was no different from most other wars in that it 
produced a large number of refugees… The second Israeli argument is that many Palestinians departed in responses 
to ill-conceived appeals by Arab leaders, who are alleged to have urged Palestinians to abandon their communities 
in order to facilitate a military campaign against the Jews… Simha Flapan, another Israeli analyst, rejects this 
contention of an Arab “order from above” leading to the Palestinian exodus. He states although this “proved to be 
particularly good propaganda for many years, despite its improbability… the recent publication of thousands of 
documents in the state and Zionist archives, as well as Ben Gurion’s war diaries, show that there is no evidence to 
support Israeli claims.” 

…Overall, it seems necessary to conclude that there is no single cause of the Palestinian refugee problem and 
accordingly, that there is a mixture of fact and propaganda in both Arab and Israeli arguments. The factors that led 
Palestinian civilians to leave their homes varied from one location to another. Even more, they varied from one 
phase of the war to the next. During the early months of the conflict, from the Partition Resolution through March or 
early April of 1948, it appears that Palestinians fled primarily in response to the fighting itself, although it is possible 
that encouragement from local Arab leaders was a contributing factor in some instances… Departures during this 
period are thus largely attributable to the danger and uncertainty of the situation, rather than any Zionist or Arab 
design.  

The refugee story became more complex during the next few months, in the spring of 1948. Atrocities committed by 
Jewish forces, including the massacre at Dir Yassin in April, contributed greatly to Arab fears and were an 
important stimulus to the intensifying Palestinian exodus. On the other hand, such episodes were relatively few in 
number, they did not represent official Zionist policy, and accounts of them were often embellished and then 
disseminated by the Arabs themselves… 
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…By the concluding stages of the conflict, in the fall of 1948, there appears to have been a more widespread and 
explicit understanding that it was in Israel’s interest to facilitate the Arab’s departure… This was not always the 
case, however, … Arab villages in the Galilee conquered in late October were left intact. In addition, more 
generally, the Palestinian exodus had by this time assumed its own dynamic, … the mere arrival of Jewish forces 
sometimes being sufficient to provoke Arab flight. In the face of incomplete evidence and conflicting claims, these 
are the most plausible conclusions to be drawn about the causes of the Palestinian refugee problem. 

 

13.  How does Tessler account for the refugee problem? Does he support the argument that 
Palestinian’s were “driven out” or were victims of “ethnic cleansing”?  
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NAME: _________________________ BLOCK: _____                    DATE: _____________________ 

 
EVIDENCE COLLECTION: To be completed before the discussion/debate. 

DEBATE QUESTION:  
Were the Palestinians deliberately “driven” out of their homeland by Israel 
during the 1948 Arab-Israeli war? 

 
 YES  
 NO 

 

SOURCE / 
AUTHOR 

EVIDENCE & INTERPRETATION 
Collect and list points from the sources that may help formulate a position on this 
question. Use quotes, paraphrases and explanations or descriptions of the sources to 
strengthen your argument and to refer to during our class debate and discussion. 
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ADD ADDITIONAL SHEETS IF NECESSARY 
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CONCLUSION: To be completed after the discussion/debate.  

 After considering the evidence presented in the sources, answer the following in a well-
reasoned response that draws from the sources to support your position.  

1. To what extent is there validity to Ilan Pappé’s argument that the Palestinians were 
victims of a deliberate Israeli policy of “ethnic cleansing” in 1948?  

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Use additional sheets if necessary, or attached printed conclusion. 
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ASSESSMENT: 

 

 
ASSIGNMENT GRADE:  

7 (30-28 marks) Comments: 
6 (27-25 marks)  
5 (24-23 marks)  
4 (22-19 marks)  
3 (18-15 marks)  
2 (15-11 marks)  

1/0 (<10 marks; incomplete)  
 

PREPARATION: (teacher assessment) 
 

Evidence & 
Analysis 

 Tasks are completed in full before the class discussion. (Maximum mark of 14/20 will be assessed if the 
tasks are incomplete.) 

 Answers to document questions are accurate and demonstrate understanding of the sources.  
 Collects and organizes evidence from a variety of sources to support a position; shows evidence of careful 

selection and detail in evidence collection. 
 Data collection includes analysis and interpretation of evidence; is relevant to the demands and focus of 

the inquiry.  

Conclusion 

 Presents a summary of evidence and/or compares historical sources as evidence. 
 Demonstrates ability to recall and select relevant historical knowledge and demonstrates understanding of 

context, cause/effect, or continuity/change. (Higher mark ranges will critically examine the value/limitations 
of some of the sources and/or demonstrate awareness of differing historical interpretations.)  

 Develops a focused, well-reasoned response that uses 4-5 points from the sources to support a coherent 
argument or position; answer must well-address the question. (A thesis statement is clearly articulated.)  

 Source references and/or quotes are relevant, integrated and explained within the commentary. Sources are 
referenced appropriately.  

20-18 = meets all criteria  
17-15 = mostly achieves criteria; some aspects limited   
14-12 = meets most criteria; some significant limitations 
11-10 = minimally achieves criteria  
0 = does not meet significant criteria; incomplete   

 
 
 PARTICIPATION: (self assessment – circle the best fit)  

Excellent 
(10-9) 

 Is consistently active, respectfully listening. Is engaged in the discussion. 
 Demonstrates superior knowledge and in depth understanding through arguments or counterpoints, and/or 

use of sources as evidence. (Avoids vague or hypothetical comments.) 
 Shares his/her position clear by offering1-2 comments during the discussion; Comments are focused, well-

reasoned answers to the historical inquiry, use specific evidence from the documents, make specific 
evidence-based counterpoints, or critiques the value of one or more of the documents.  

Good 
(8) 

 Is consistently active, respectfully listening. Is engaged in the discussion. 
 Demonstrates sound knowledge and understanding of the historical inquiry through arguments or 

counterpoints.  
 Shares his/her position during the discussion. Comments may not be well-developed or be supported by 

specific references to the documents.  

Satisfactory 
(7-6) 

 Is mostly active, respectfully listening; or is engaged in the discussion, but may not offer any points or 
counter-points.  

 Arguments are not well-supported by specific evidence.  
 Knowledge and understanding is limited, or not well demonstrated.  

 

 OR, student may have been disruptive or disengaged (not listening) during some points in the discussion.  
6 is the maximum mark range for students who have not fully completed their preparation for the 
discussion. 

Poor 
(5-0) 

 Did not participate; un-excused absence or disrespectful 

 

_____ /20 


